
INTRODUCTION

MediateGuru is proud to announce it’s 1st International

Mediation Competition to be held on 26th, 27th and 28th

of March. This competition drives the spirit of MediateGuru

in spreading awareness among the public on the peaceful

resolutions of Mediation as through this competition and it

also captures the essence of the time constraint's in Court,

MediateGuru envisions that law students will get a practical

exposure of the Mediation world along with the opportunity

to connect with ADR professionals around the globe. 

We believe that strong negotiation and mediation skills can

help people in all industries resolve conflicts in their

workplace, in their home and in their personal life. The

ability to negotiate can change how you perceive conflict

and how you deal with it. Additionally, we believe that

taking things online is the new must. Therefore, we would

like to encourage and support students in taking this step.
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TAKE A LOOK AT WHAT 'S

THIS COMPETITION IS ALL

ABOUT 



Peace cannot be kept by force; it can only be achieved by understanding.

- Albert Einstein

MediateGuru is proud to announce its series of

International Mediation Competition followed

by 1st International Mediation Competition

that is to be held on 26-27-28 March 2021, the

International Mediation Competition is a

unique opportunity for students to learn and

practice mediation and negotiation skills

through the role-playing of a mediation

problem drafted by experienced mediators

and practitioners. The competition convenes

students and distinguished ADR professionals

from around the globe providing exceptional

networking opportunities.

ABOUT THIS COMPETITION

OBJECTIVES 

The main goal of this competition is:

1) Help you develop a stake in the Mediation

industry.

2) Provide you a networking opportunity to

connect with likeminded people from

different countries.

3) Opportunity to evolve your communication

skills.

4) Help you establish key factors that must be

considered when communicating with

multiple parties, online.

5) Help you overcome potential

communication barriers during an online

mediation.

6) Assist you in understanding the cross-

cultural barriers that can arise in a mediation.

7) Enable you to become more familiar with

the use of online video conferencing tools in

this rapidly digitalizing world.



Friday

26th March 2021

Time - GMT

Saturday

27th March 2021

Time - GMT

Sunday

28th March 2021

Time - GMT

Training Session (11:30

AM) 

Inaugural Ceremony (8

AM)  

Final Rounds (9 AM to 12

PM) 

Preliminary Round I (9

AM to 11:15 AM)

Preliminary Round II

(11:30 AM to 1:45 PM)

Result Declaration: 3:00

PM

Result Declaration (12

PM)

The training session will be held on WebinarJam and the

rest of the competition will take place on Google Meet.

The online platform will help you to participate in the

competition from anywhere in the world.

PLATFORM

TIME

To be eligible to sign up, students must be

registered as full time or part time law students in

the academic year of 2021-2022. Students who

graduated in 2021, before the competition but no

longer than 6 months prior to the

commencement of competition are still eligible

to participate. 

You may sign up as an individual or a part of a

team of two individuals. However, it is preferable

if you sign up as a team. All students must

comply with the eligibility criteria.

ELIGIBILITY



Owing to any reasonable

circumstances, if a member of

team renders unavailable to

participate, a substitute may

be used with discretion of  the

organizing committee.

SUBSTITUTION
OF TEAM
MEMBERS

The participants are required to complete the

“Provisional Registration” through this Google

Form link annexed below which shall be done on

or before March 14th 2021. The “Final
Registration” shall be considered to be

completed only after the participants make the

payment of the registration fees which shall be

done on or before March 20th, 2021.

REGISTRATION

For Indian Students: Rs. 1800/-
For European Students: £20/-
For other International Students: $25/-  

The registration fees per team shall be:

The same shall be inclusive of an exhaustive training session exclusively for the participants. 

Note: 

1) Account Details and Mediation Competition Composition will be released to participants

individually via e-mail, only after the provisional registration process is completed.

2) The fee is non-refundable.

PARTICIPATION FEES



There will be two preliminary rounds. In one

round, a team has to be “Requesting Party”
and in another round, the team will be

“Responding Party”. 

For example: If Team 01 has been assigned the

role of Requesting party in Preliminary Round 1,

they shall be assigned the role of the

Responding party in Preliminary Round 2. 

Top 4 scoring teams will qualify for Final

Rounds. 

A)   Mediation Training
On 26th March 2021, there will be a brief

Mediation training for the participants of the

competition. The mediation professional will

share the basic principles of a mediation.

Furthermore, they will guide you through the

evaluative criteria for the competition and

provide you tips on how to score better.

COMPETITION STRUCTURE

B)   Competition Rounds

C)   Platform
The Preliminary and Final rounds will be

conducted on Google Meet. It is the

responsibility of the participants to ensure

proper network connectivity. The organizing

committee will not be held liable for any

network issue on part of the participants.



The students will be given the Mediation

proposition, 72 hours before the start of the

competition. Each participant will be given the

date and time of the rounds in which they will

have to enter their respective room. 

For example: If your round is due to start at 9

AM GMT, you should click on the Google Meet

link a few minutes prior.

D)  Team Composition
In team of 2 participants. One member shall be

the client and one member shall be the

mediator. The discretion to assume roles will be

left upon the participants. Provided that each

team member gets the opportunity to assume

the role of Mediator in at least one round.

In case of a single individual, the participant

shall only assume the role of Mediator.

COMPETITION STRUCTURE

E)   Preparation Time

The mediation by the serpent was necessary. Evil can seduce man, but cannot

become man.

- Franz Kafka



Equal opportunity shall be given to each party to raise their concerns, if a

party believes that they are not getting an opportunity to be heard. They

shall raise the issue to the judges and judges shall decide accordingly.

F)  Mediation Room

Judges.

Two mediators (from opposing teams).

Party A (requesting team).

Party B (Responding team).

A session supervisor. 

In each room, there will be:

The competition committee members and

observes may enter the virtual rooms as well.

Anyone entering the room, not listed above, must

enter the room with their video and audio turned

off to avoid disturbing the mediation.

COMPETITION STRUCTURE

G)   Evaluation Time

Time given to

each Team
45 minutes

Time to Settle  (Problem

discussion by

Requesting Party)

2 minutes

40 minutes

3 minutes

Mediation

Feedback and Scoring



A)   LANGUAGE
The competition will be held in English language only. All oral or

written communication in the presence of judges must be in English.

The use of any other language, can lead to disqualification.

B)   TIME KEEPING
It will be the duty of the session supervisor to ensure the smooth and

timely flow of each session. The supervisor will give a 5 minute warning

and announce when the time is up. It is mandatory for the participants

to listen to the session supervisor. Non- compliance may lead to penalty

(deduction in points)

C)   MATERIALS
The participants may use any notes for the mediation. Provided that

the same should not become a distraction or disruption to themselves

or the others.

D)   DRESS CODE
The dress code for the competition shall be business casual.

E)   GOVERNING LAWS
For the purposes of this competition, unless a problem explicitly

indicates otherwise it is assumed that there is no governing law and

the jurisdiction applies general principles of uniform international law.

(Article 38 of ICJ)

F)   INTERPRETATION OF RULES
The Organising Committee reserves the right to take the final decision

as on whether and how a sanction is imposed in any circumstance.

GENERAL GUIDELINES



Best Team: Cash prize of $140/-, E- Certificate of Merit, Internship /
Mentorship opportunities under International Distinguished
Mediators. 

Best Mediator: Cash prize of $70/-, E- Certificate of Merit, Internship /
Mentorship opportunities under International Distinguished
Mediators.

For Team:

For Individual Rounds

Rank E- Certificate of Merit will be given to Rank Holders from 2nd Place to

10th.

The Organizing Committee shall make arrangements for appropriate

recognition of Teams that achieve 1st Place 2nd Place, and 3rd Place and two

Runner-up positions in the Competition.

E- Certification of Participation will be issued

to all the participating students.  Organising

committee will not issue any additional

certificates. 

The E-certificate of training session will be

provided separately.

A)  PRIZE

AWARDS AND SCORES

B)   CERTIFICATE

Each judge shall complete a scoring sheet on

which the award will be based upon. In case of

any discrepancy,  Judges will be the sole

decision makers.

C)  JUDGE



The team shall face reduction in points in cases of Non-compliance with the given

time limits. Judges can deduct up to 5 points from the team who fails to comply

with time limit and for over aggresiveness. If one of the team feels that their

opposing team leads to a grave reduction in their performance, the team should

notify the organizing committee of the same with a formal complaint (whether

physical or digital) consisting of specifics. If the judges agree to the specifics, the

judges can deduct marks according to their discretion. Any point reduction or

disqualification of the team are final and not subject to appeal.

Last Date of Provisional Registration: March 14th, 2021

Last Date of Payment: March 20th, 2021.

Date of Mediation Competition:

a) Training Session: 26th March 2021.

b) Preliminary Rounds: 27th March 2021.

c) Semi Finals and Finals: 28th March 2021.

D)  DEDUCTION

AWARDS AND SCORES

IMPORTANT DATES 

CONTACT DETAILS

Ms. Garima Rana: +91 8800 474 226; garima@mediateguru.com.

Ms. Francesca Valastro: +39 3317 578 078: mediateguruitalia@gmail.com.

Ms. Preeti Yadav: +91 7718 042 184: preeti1892000@gmail.com.

For any further inquiries or clarifications, please reach out to our Event Coordinator.

/ MediateGuru



MediateGuru is a social initiative led by members across the globe. The aim of the

organization is to bridge the gap between general public and litigation.  Here our

organisation comes into picture. We are creating a social awareness campaign for

showcasing mediation as a future of alternative dispute resolution to provide ease to the

judiciary as well as to the pockets of general litigants.

ABOUT MEDIATEGURU

PHILANTHROPISTS

DR. ASHU DHIMAN
(Chief Advisor, MediateGuru)

MS. KATHLEEN RUANE LEEDY
(Advisor, MediateGuru)

MS. MAUREEN ERICKSON ROBERTSHAW
(Advisor, MediateGuru)

MR. ADITYA MATHUR
(Founding Partner, MediateGuru)

MR. PARAM BHAMRA
(Founding Partner, MediateGuru)

EVENT COORDINATORS

MS. PREETI YADAV 
(H.R., MediateGuru India)

MS. GARIMA RANA 
(Senior Partner, MediateGuru)

 

MS. FRANCESCA  
(National Incharge, MediateGuru

Italy)


